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Preface
This document outlines the standard operating procedures and policies of the Atlantic States
Marine Fisheries Commission’s Interstate Fisheries Management Program. It was first developed
in response to passage of the Atlantic Coastal Fisheries Cooperative Management Act of 1993,
which provided the Commission with responsibilities to ensure member state compliance with
interstate fishery management plans. The Act authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to pre-empt
any state fishery not in compliance with a Commission fishery management plan.
The Charter was first printed in April 1995 and subsequently revised in May 1996, October
2000, and November 2002. It was further edited in April 2001 (to reflect changes in the
membership of the Atlantic Menhaden Management Board); July 2003 (to correct for incorrect
references); January 2006 (to reflect a policy decision on voting by specific proxies); November
2008 (to reflect the addition of a habitat addendum provision); August 2009 (minor editorial
changes); May 2013 (to reflect the Technical Support Group Guidance and Benchmark Stock
Assessment Process Document). The revisions were adopted in February 2016 to reflect current
Commission practices regarding appealing noncompliance findings; defining final actions and
two-thirds majority; public hearing requirements for public information documents, FMPs,
amendments and addenda; the timing of advisory panel input on proposed management actions;
and clarifying regional management council participation on species management boards that
manage multiple species. The last revisions were adopted in November 2017 to reflect changes
in the membership on the Committee on Economics and Social Sciences.
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Section One. Introduction and Policy
(a) General. The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (Commission) was formed in
1942. The purpose of the Commission is:
....to promote the better utilization of the fisheries, marine, shell and anadromous, of the Atlantic
seaboard by the development of a joint program for the promotion and protection of such
fisheries, and by the prevention of the physical waste of the fisheries from any cause. It is not the
purpose....to authorize the states joining herein to limit the production of fish or fish products for
the purpose of establishing or fixing the price thereof or creating and perpetuating monopoly.
(b) Interstate Fisheries Management Program. The Commission carries out an Interstate
Fisheries Management Program (ISFMP), authorized by Article IV of the Commission's Rules
and Regulations.
(c) It is the policy of the Commission that its ISFMP promote the conservation of Atlantic
coastal fishery resources, be based on the best scientific information available, and provide
adequate opportunity for public participation.

Section Two. Role of the Commission
(a) General. The Commission is responsible generally for the Commission's fishery
management activities. These activities will be carried out through the ISFMP established under
this charter.
(b) Final Approval Authority. The Commission will be the final approval authority for:
(1) Any fishery management plan (FMP) and FMP amendment; and
(2) Any final determination of a state's non-compliance with the provisions of a
Commission approved FMP.

Section Three. ISFMP Policy Board
(a) Membership. The membership on the ISFMP Policy Board shall be comprised as follows:
(1) All member states of the Commission shall be voting members, and shall be
represented by all of its Commissioners (or duly appointed proxies) in attendance. The
position of a state on any matter before the Policy Board shall be determined by caucus of
its Commissioners in attendance;
(2) One representative from the NOAA Fisheries and one representative from the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service shall each be a voting member;
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(3) One representative from the Potomac River Fisheries Commission and one
representative from the government of the District of Columbia shall each be a member,
eligible to vote, on any matter which may impose a regulatory requirement upon their
respective jurisdictions; and
(4) One representative of the Commission's Law Enforcement Committee shall be a
non-voting member.
(b) Proxies. Any Commissioner from a state, or duly authorized representative of a jurisdiction
or agency, that is a member of the Policy Board may designate a permanent, ongoing, board or
meeting specific proxy. A change in the designation of a permanent or ongoing proxy may be
made only once during the year. In the case of extenuating circumstances, a Commissioner may
appoint specific proxies as needed to ensure representation. Proxies must be from the same state,
jurisdiction, or agency as the individual making the designation. The Commission’s code of
conduct shall apply to all proxies. Only an individual who is serving as a permanent or ongoing
proxy may further designate a specific proxy.
(c) The Chair and Vice-Chair of the Commission shall respectively be the Chair and
Vice-Chair of the ISFMP Policy Board.
(d) Role and Functions. The ISFMP Policy Board will be responsible for the overall
administration and management of the Commission's fishery management programs. In this
regard it will:
(1) Interpret and give guidance concerning the standards and procedures contained in
Sections Six and Seven, and generally provide Commission policy governing the
preparation and implementation of cooperative inter-jurisdictional fishery management
for coastal fisheries of the Atlantic coast;
(2) Establish the priority species to be addressed by the Commission's fishery
management program, taking into account the following criteria:
(i) The species constitutes a "coastal fishery resource" as defined in Section
803(2) of the Act;
(ii) The degree to which the species is of importance along the Atlantic coast; and
(iii) The probability that the species and associated fisheries will benefit from
cooperative inter-jurisdictional management.
(3) Establish management boards/sections described in Section Four;
(4) Review and approve declarations of interest in species management by states
according to the standards contained in the Commission Rules and Regulations;
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(5) Monitor and review the implementation of FMPs for which no management board or
section is currently operational;
(6) Review and approve action plans, including priorities for activities, for the ISFMP;
(7) Establish, for any matter that does not come under the purview of an existing
management board or section, a committee to provide it with any relevant analysis,
reviews, and recommendations;
(8) Recommend to the Commission that it make a determination of a state's
non-compliance with the provisions of a Commission approved FMP, according to the
procedures contained in Section Seven;
(9) Consider and decide upon appeals of states to actions of any management board or
section under Section Four(h); and
(10) Take any other action that is consistent with this Charter and that is necessary and
appropriate to carry out the fishery management program of the Commission; except that
a final determination of a state's non-compliance with the provisions of a
Commission-approved plan must be made by the Commission.

Section Four. Management Boards
(a) Fishery Management Board. Upon determining that a need exists in a fishery for the
development of an FMP or amendment, the ISFMP Policy Board shall establish a management
board for that fishery. A management board may be disbanded by the Policy Board upon a
determination that it is no longer needed for the preparation, review, or ongoing monitoring of
the implementation of an FMP or amendment.
(b) Management Board Membership. The voting membership of each management board
shall be comprised as follows:
(1) Each state with an interest in the fishery covered by the management board shall be a
voting member, and shall be represented by all of its Commissioners (or duly appointed
proxies) in attendance. The position of a state on any matter before the management
board shall be determined by caucus of its Commissioners in attendance;
(2) A representative from the Potomac River Fisheries Commission and the District of
Columbia may each elect to serve as a voting member on any management board in
which they have an interest or which may result in the imposition of regulatory
requirements on their jurisdictions;
(3) NOAA Fisheries and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service may each elect to serve as a
voting member of any management board; and
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(4) Any one of the Executive Directors/Chairs of the Regional Fishery Management
Councils may be invited to be a voting member of an ISFMP species management board
when the management board determines that such membership would advance the interjurisdictional management of the specific species. When the management area includes
more than one Council, the applicable Councils will need to identify one Executive
Director/Chair to receive the invitation to participate on that board as a voting member. If
a Council has been invited as a voting member of a Board/Section that manages multiple
species, the Board/Section will designate which species can be discussed and voted on by
the Council representative. A council staff member or member of the council may be
appointed as a proxy for the Executive Director or Council Chair.
(c) Proxies. Any Commissioner from a state, or duly authorized representative of a jurisdiction
or agency, that is a member of a management board may designate a permanent, ongoing, board
specific or meeting specific proxy. A change in the designation of a permanent or ongoing proxy
may be made only once during the year. In addition, a Commissioner may appoint specific
proxies as needed to ensure representation. Proxies must be from the same state or jurisdiction
or agency as the individual making the designation. The Commission’s code of conduct shall
apply to all proxies. Only an individual who is serving as a permanent or ongoing proxy may
further designate a specific proxy.
(d) Conduct of Meetings.
(1) Meetings will generally be run according to the current edition of “Robert’s Rules of
Order.”
(2) Any Commissioner or proxy of a Commissioner or duly authorized representative of
a jurisdiction or agency that is a member of a management board may make or second
any motion; provided that the maker of the motion and second (when necessary) must
each come from a different state, jurisdiction, or agency.
(3) Any meeting specific proxy appointed by a Legislative or Governor’s Appointee
Commissioner may not vote on a final action being considered by a board, section, or
committee. For this section a final action will be defined as: setting fishery specifications
(including but not limited to quotas, trip limits, possession limits, size limits, seasons,
area closures, gear requirements), allocation, final approval of FMPs/amendments/
addenda, emergency actions, conservation equivalency plans, and non-compliance
recommendations. A meeting specific proxy may participate in the deliberations of the
meeting, including making and seconding motions. Meeting specific proxies may vote
on preliminary decisions such as issues to be included in a public hearing draft or
approval of public information documents. Questions of procedure will be determined by
the chair of the meeting upon the advice of the Executive Director or the senior
Commission employee in attendance.
(4) Advisory Panel Chairs will only be reimbursed to attend Commission meetings if the
advisory panel met between board/section meetings to provide feedback on an issue.
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(e) Functions.
(1) Each management board shall be responsible for the development of an FMP,
amendment, or addendum with respect to the fisheries under its jurisdiction as established
by the ISFMP Policy Board.
(2) Management boards/sections shall solicit public participation during the development
of FMPs, amendments, or addenda.
(3) A management board may, after the necessary FMP, amendment, or addendum has
been approved, continue to monitor the implementation, enforcement, and effectiveness
of the FMP, amendment, or addendum or take other actions specified in the applicable
document that are necessary to ensure its full and effective implementation.
(4) Each management board shall select its own chair and vice-chair. The chair of
management boards/sections will rotate among the voting members every two years, with
the vice-chair acceding to the chair.
(f) Sections under Amendment One. Under Amendment One to the Compact creating the
Commission, one or more states may agree to designate the Commission as a joint regulatory
agency; Commissioners of these states shall constitute a separate section for these purposes. In
any such instance the following procedures apply:
(1) Agreements among states under Amendment One shall be in writing, and open to
participation by all states with an interest in any fishery to which the agreement applies;
(2) All Commissioners from states forming a section under Amendment One shall be
members of the section; and
(3) Regulatory authority exercised by the Commission under Amendment One shall be
carried out pursuant to an FMP prepared according to this Charter. For these purposes,
including determinations of non-compliance under Section Seven, a section shall have the
same authority and responsibility as set forth in this Charter for a management board.
(g) Coordination with Regional Fishery Management Councils. Each management board
shall work with appropriate committees of the Regional Fishery Management Councils and
appropriate federal officials to insure that state and federal fishery management programs are
coordinated, consistent, and complementary. It will be the policy of the Commission to develop
FMPs jointly with Regional Fishery Management Councils wherever applicable
(h) Appeal Opportunity. Any state that is aggrieved by an action of the management board may
appeal that action to the Policy Board, with the exception of a non-compliance finding in
accordance with Section Three (d)(9).
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Section Five. Staff, Management, Technical, and Advisory Support
(a) Staff Support. The Commission's Executive Director or the ISFMP Director shall serve
ex-officio as non-voting members of all management boards and sections. Commission staff
shall serve as ex-officio members of all technical committees and will chair the plan
development teams (PDTs) and plan review teams (PRTs). Staff will provide liaison among the
PDTs, PRTs, species stock assessment subcommittees, technical committees, and advisory
panels and the management boards/sections. Commission staff will also provide liaison among
the Committee on Economics and Social Sciences, the Assessment Science, Habitat, Artificial
Reef, Law Enforcement, and Management and Science Committees and the management
boards/sections, and the Policy Board.
ISFMP and Science Program staffs have specific responsibilities with respect to supporting the
activities of the technical support groups. These responsibilities are detailed in the Technical
Support Group Guidance and Benchmark Stock Assessment Process (approved February 2016).
(b) Committee Organization. Unless otherwise specified, each group included in this section
shall elect its own chair and chair-elect (or vice-chair), which shall rotate every other year among
the Committee members, with the chair-elect acceding to the chair. Committees shall maintain a
record of their meetings compiled by the chair-elect (vice-chair) in consultation with the chair
and Commission staff.
(c) PDTs shall be appointed by the management boards/sections to draft FMPs, amendments and
addenda.
(1) PDTs shall be comprised of personnel from state and federal agencies who have
scientific and management ability, knowledge of a species and its habitat, and an interest
in the management of a species under the jurisdiction of the relevant management board.
Personnel from Regional Fishery Management Councils, academicians, and others as
appropriate may be included on a PDT. The size of the PDT shall be based on specific
need for expertise but shall generally be kept to a maximum of six persons.
(2) It shall be the responsibility of a PDT to prepare all documentation necessary for the
development of an FMP, amendment, or addendum using the best scientific information
available and the most current stock assessment information. Each FMP, amendment, or
addendum shall be developed by the PDT in conformance with Section Six of the ISFMP
Charter.
(3) PDTs shall be tasked directly by the management boards/sections. In carrying out its
activities, the PDT shall seek advisement from the appropriate technical committee, stock
assessment subcommittee, advisory panel, Committee on Economics and Social Sciences,
and the Assessment Science, Habitat, Artificial Reef and Law Enforcement Committees,
where appropriate.
(4) Following completion of its charge, the PDT will be disbanded unless otherwise
determined by the board/section.
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(d) PRT shall be appointed by the management boards/sections to review regulations and
compliance. Members should be knowledgeable concerning the scientific data, stock and fishery
condition, and fishery management issues. The PRT shall generally be kept to a maximum of six
persons.
(1) PRTs will be responsible for providing advice concerning the implementation,
review, monitoring, and enforcement of FMPs that have been adopted by the
Commission, and as needed be charged by the management board/sections.
(2) Each PRT shall at least annually or as provided in a given FMP, conduct a review of
the stock status and Commission member states' compliance for which implementation
requirements are defined in the FMP. The PRT shall develop an annual plan review in
order to evaluate the adequacy of the FMP. This report will address, at a minimum, the
following topics: adequacy and achievement of the FMP goals and objectives (including
targets and schedules), status of the stocks, status of the fisheries, status of state
implementation and enforcement, status of the habitat, research activities, and other
information relevant to the FMP. The PRT shall report all findings in writing to the
management board/section for appropriate action. Compliance review shall be consistent
with the requirements of Sections Six and Seven of the ISFMP Charter and the respective
FMP requirements. In addition to the scheduled compliance reviews, the PRT may
conduct a review of the implementation and compliance of the FMP at any time at the
request of the management board/section, Policy Board, or the Commission. When a
plan amendment process is initiated by the management boards/sections, the PRT will
continue its annual review function applicable to the existing plan.
(3) In carrying out its activities, the PRT shall seek advisement from the appropriate
technical committee, stock assessment subcommittee, advisory panel, Committee on
Economics and Social Sciences, and the Assessment Science, Habitat, Artificial Reef
Law Enforcement, and Management and Science Committees.
(e) Assessment Science Committee. The Assessment Science Committee (ASC) shall be
appointed by the ISFMP Policy Board. All agencies should nominate individuals for
appointment to the ASC based on stock assessment and population dynamics expertise.
Agencies may nominate personnel that require some training prior to official appointment as a
committee member. The ISFMP Policy Board should review all nominations and appoint
members to the ASC based on expertise, as opposed to agency representation. The ISFMP
Policy Board may appoint a limited number of ASC members that are currently being trained in
stock assessment methods, with the intent of formalizing the appointment upon completion of
training. ASC membership should be kept to a maximum of 25 members and periodic rotation
of membership should be considered.
(1) ASC will assist the ISFMP Policy Board in setting overall priorities and timelines for
conducting all Commission stock assessments in relation to current workloads.
(2) ASC will provide guidance to species stock assessment subcommittees, technical
committees, and management boards on broad technical issues (e.g., stock assessment
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methods, biological reference points, sampling targets, and other assessment issues
common to multiple Commission-managed species).
(3) ASC may provide input and advice to the species stock assessment subcommittees
mainly during a benchmark assessment, when a model change and/or a major revision of
the data are conducted. The species stock assessment subcommittee will be responsible
for conducting the species assessment and will report directly to the species technical
committee. ASC may provide overall guidance to the development of the species
assessment, but will not be involved in peer review of the assessment. Assessment
updates will be conducted by the species stock assessment subcommittee, with input from
the ASC upon written request.
(f) Technical Committees. A management board/section may appoint a technical committee to
address specific technical or scientific needs requested periodically by the respective
management board/section, PDT, PRT, or the Management and Science Committee.
(1) A technical committee shall be comprised of state, federal, Regional Fishery
Management Council, Commission, university or other specialized personnel with
scientific and technical expertise and knowledge of the fishery or issues pertaining to the
fishery being managed, and should consist of only one representative from each state or
agency with a declared interest in the fishery, unless otherwise required or directed by the
management board.
(2) Technical committees are responsible for addressing specific technical or scientific
needs requested periodically by the respective management board/section, PDT, PRT, or
the Management and Science Committee. At times the board/section may task the
technical committee to provide a technical analysis of species advisory panel
recommendations. All requests to the technical committee should be in writing from the
board/section chair and should include all specific tasks, the deliverable expected, and a
timeline for presentation of recommendations to the board/section. Even though the
technical committee may respond to requests from multiple committees, the management
board/section provides the oversight to technical committee tasks and priorities. When
tasked by multiple committees, it is the responsibility of the ISFMP staff in consultation
with the technical committee and management board/section chairs to prioritize these
tasks.
(3) It shall be the responsibility of a technical committee for addressing specific technical
or scientific needs requested by the respective management board/section, PDT, and PRT
in the development and monitoring of an FMP or amendment as requested, including
evaluating fishery-dependent and fishery-independent data, evaluating state monitoring
programs, and providing information on the status of the stock and the fishery to the PDT
and PRT. At times the board/section may task the technical committee to provide a
technical analysis of an advisory panel recommendation.
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(4) Among its duties, the technical committee shall provide a range of management
options, risk assessments, justifications, and probable outcomes of various management
options.
(5) The technical committee will coordinate the process of developing stock assessments
for Commission-managed species.
(6) It is not the responsibility of the technical committee to conduct a review of the
Commission member states’ compliance for which implementation requirements are
defined in the FMP. This is a responsibility of the PRTs.
(g) Species Stock Assessment Subcommittees. Upon the request of a management
board/section, the technical committee shall appoint individuals with appropriate expertise in
stock assessment and fish population dynamics to a species stock assessment subcommittee,
which will report to the technical committee and shall continue in existence so long as the
management board/section requires.
(1) Membership to a species stock assessment subcommittee will be comprised of
technical committee members with appropriate knowledge and experience in stock
assessment and biology of the species being assessed. Individuals from outside the
technical committee with expertise in stock assessment or biology of the species may also
be nominated and appointed, if necessary. The technical committee chair will serve as an
ex-officio member of the species stock assessment subcommittee. Overall membership
should be kept to a maximum of six persons, unless otherwise required and directed by
the management board/section.
(2) The species stock assessment subcommittee is responsible for conducting a stock
assessment for use by the PDT in formulation of an FMP, amendment, or addendum; and
conducting periodic stock assessments as requested for use by the technical committee in
reporting status of the stock to the respective management board. A stock assessment
update consists of adding the most recent years of data to an existing, peer-reviewed, and
board-accepted stock assessment model without changing the model type or structure.
(3) The species stock assessment subcommittee is responsible for data analysis and
preparation of a stock assessment report. Initial input on available data and stock
assessment methods may be provided by ASC and technical committee. Additional input
may be requested of the ASC upon written request of the species stock assessment
subcommittee. The species stock assessment subcommittee shall use the best scientific
information available and established stock assessment techniques. Stock assessment
techniques should be consistent with the current state of scientific knowledge.
(4) The species stock assessment subcommittee will be tasked directly by the technical
committee and will report to the technical committee for review and approval of work.
All subcommittee recommendations and documents must be approved by the technical
committee and forwarded by the technical committee to the management board/section.
Any substantive issues and concerns raised by the technical committee during the
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approval process should be referred back to the species stock assessment subcommittee to
be addressed.
(h) Other Technical Support Subcommittees (e.g., tagging, stocking – with the exception of
ISFMP socioeconomic subcommittees). Upon the approval of a management board/section, the
technical committee shall appoint individuals with special expertise, as appropriate, to other
technical support subcommittees in order to support technical committee deliberations on
specific issues. All technical support subcommittees shall report to the technical committee and
shall continue in existence so long as the management board/section requires. All technical
support subcommittees should elect their own chair and vice-chair, who will be responsible for
reporting to the technical committee. Overall membership should be kept to a maximum of six
persons.
(1) Special subcommittees may be required to address specific scientific issues important
to the assessment and management of the species. These subcommittees will be tasked
directly by the technical committee and will report to the technical committee for review
and approval of work. All subcommittee recommendations and documents must be
approved by the technical committee before being forwarded to the management
board/section. Any substantive issues and concerns raised by the technical committee
during the approval process should be referred back to the technical support
subcommittee to be addressed.
(i) Advisory Panels. A management board/section may at any time establish an advisory panel
in conformance with the Commission's Advisory Committee Charter, to assist in carrying out the
board's/section’s responsibilities. Advisory panels shall also work with PDTs and PRTs, as
requested. Advisory panel chairs should present reports to Boards/Sections and answer any
specific questions relevant to their report. Chairs may not ask questions or present their own
viewpoints during Board/Section deliberations. If the chair would like to present their own
viewpoints, they must go to the public microphone during the public comment portion of the
meeting.
(j) Habitat Committee. The Habitat Committee is a standing Commission committee appointed
at the discretion of the Chair of the Commission. The purpose of the Habitat Committee is to
review, research, and develop appropriate response to concerns of inadequate, damaged or
insufficient habitat for Atlantic coastal species of concern to the Commission. Among its duties
for the Commission, the Habitat Committee shall:
(1) Serve as a consultant to the ISFMP regarding habitat on which the species of concern
to the Commission are dependent, whether salt, brackish or freshwater;
(2) Provide comment on the habitat sections of FMPs, and provide suggested text for
these sections;
(3) Propose habitat mitigation measures, comment on proposed habitat mitigation
measures, and proposed alternate measures if necessary to ensure appropriate habitat
conservation;
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(4) Establish subcommittees or other work groups as are necessary to research various
habitat related issues; and
(5) Formulate habitat specific goals for consideration of and adoption by the
Commission.
(k) Artificial Reef Committee. The Artificial Reef Committee is a standing Commission
committee appointed at the discretion of the Commission Chair. The Committee advises the
ISFMP Policy Board with the goal of enhancing marine habitat for fish and invertebrate species
through the appropriate use of man-made materials. The Committee is comprised of the state
artificial reef coordinators, representatives from NOAA Fisheries, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. The Artificial Reef Committee works in close coordination with Habitat Committee,
and reports to the ISFMP Policy Board.
(l) Law Enforcement Committee. The Law Enforcement Committee (LEC) is a standing
committee appointed by the Commission. LEC carries out assignments at the specific request of
the Commission, the ISFMP Policy Board, the management boards/sections, the PDTs, and the
PRTs. In general, the Committee provides information on law enforcement issues, brings
resolutions addressing enforcement concerns before the Commission, coordinates enforcement
efforts among states, exchanges data, identifies potential enforcement problems, and monitors
enforcement of measures incorporated into the various interstate fishery management plans.
LEC is comprised of law enforcement representatives from each member state, the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, NOAA Fisheries, the U. S. Coast Guard, and US Department of Justice.
LEC convenes a working meeting in the spring, meets in conjunction with the Commission's
Annual Meeting, and convenes other meetings as needed. Among its ISFMP duties, the LEC
shall:
(1) Provide advice to PDTs regarding the enforceability of measures contemplated for
inclusion in FMPs, including enforcement information needed for the Source Document
and Background Summary pursuant to Section Six (b)(1)(v)(E); analysis of the
enforceability of the proposed measures; and if the FMP provides for conservation
equivalency, enforcement procedures for alternative management measures;
(2) Provide advice to each PRT at least annually or as provided in a given FMP regarding
the adequacy and effectiveness of states' enforcement of the measures implemented
pursuant to the FMP;
(3) Coordinate, among law enforcement personnel, the preparation of reports concerning
state law enforcement and compliance in order to ensure these analyses are comparable;
and
(4) Upon request or on its own initiative, provide enforcement advice and information
regarding any FMP to any committee, team, board/section, or advisory panel in order to
carry out activities under this Section.
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(m) Management and Science Committee. The Management and Science Committee (MSC)
is a standing committee appointed by the Commission. MSC carries out assignments at the
specific request of the Commission, Executive Committee, or the ISFMP Policy Board, and
generally provides advice to these bodies concerning fisheries management and the science of
coastal marine fisheries. MSC is comprised of one representative from each member state, the
NOAA Fisheries Greater Atlantic and Southeast Regional Offices, and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service’s Regions 4 and 5 who possess scientific as well as management and
administrative expertise. Among its duties for the Commission, MSC shall:
(1) Serve as the senior review body of the Commission, Executive Committee, and
ISFMP Policy Board;
(2) Provide oversight to the Commission’s Stock Assessment Peer Review Process;
(3) Upon request of the ISFMP Policy Board for any management board/section, review
and provide advice on species specific issues;
(4) Evaluate the state of the science of species interactions and provide guidance to
fisheries managers on multispecies and ecosystem issues. Evaluations and/or
recommendations should focus on modifying the single-species approach in development
of Commission FMPs and/or stock assessments;
(5) Evaluate and provide advice on cross-species issues and including, but not limited to
tagging, invasive species and exotics, fish health and protected species issues; and
(6) Coordinate Commission technical and scientific workshops and seminars, when
requested.
(n) Committee on Economics and Social Sciences. The Committee on Economics and Social
Sciences (CESS) is a standing Commission committee appointed at the discretion of the Chair of
the Commission. Committee membership should consist of a balance of economists and other
social scientists knowledgeable about fisheries issues in their regions, preferably distributed
geographically to provide coastwide representation. Members can be nominated in two ways: (1)
by member states and (2) through a widespread solicitation issued by Commission
staff. Membership can consist of up to twenty individuals.
The purpose of CESS is to provide socioeconomic technical oversight for both the ISFMP and
the Atlantic Coastal Cooperative Statistics Program. Among its duties for the Commission,
CESS shall:
(1) Develop and implement mechanisms to make economic and social science
analysis a functioning part of the Commission's decision making process;
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(2) Nominate economists and social scientists to serve on each species technical
committee or socioeconomic subcommittee, and PDT, in order to provide
technical support and development of socioeconomic sections of FMPs
(including amendments and addenda);
(3) Upon request by species management boards or the Policy Board, provide
social and economic advice, information, and policy recommendations to
these respective boards;
(4) Upon request by the Policy Board, provide social and economic advice,
information, and policy recommendations to the Policy Board;
(5) Provide technical recommendations to the social and economic data collection
and data management programs of the Atlantic Coastal Cooperative Statistics
Program;
(6) Function as the technical review panel for social and economic analyses
conducted by the Commission and the Atlantic Coastal Cooperative Statistics
Program; and
(7) Establish CESS subcommittees or other work groups as are necessary to
research various social and economic issues;
(o) Other ASMFC Committees. Other Commission committees, as appointed, shall upon
request or on their own initiative provide advice and information to any other committee, in
order to carry out activities under this Section.

Section Six. Standards and Procedures for Interstate
Fishery Management Plans
(a) Standards. These standards are adopted pursuant to Section 805 of the Atlantic Coastal
Fisheries Cooperative Management Act (P.L. 103-206), and serve as the guiding principles for
the conservation and management programs set forth in the Commission's FMPs. The
Commission recognizes that an effective fishery management program must be carefully
designed in order to fully reflect the varying values and other considerations that are important to
the various interest groups involved in coastal fisheries. Social and economic impacts and
benefits must be taken into account. Management measures should focus on conservation while
allowing states to make allocation decisions. Fishery management programs must be practically
enforceable, including as much as possible the support of those being regulated, in order to be
effective. Above all, an FMP must include conservation and management measures that ensure
the long-term biological health and productivity of fishery resources under management. To this
end, the Commission has adopted the following standards:
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(1) Conservation programs and management measures shall be designed to prevent
overfishing and maintain over time, abundant, self-sustaining stocks of coastal fishery
resources. In cases where stocks have become depleted as a result of overfishing and/or
other causes, such programs shall be designed to rebuild, restore, and subsequently
maintain such stocks so as to assure their sustained availability in fishable abundance on
a long-term basis.
(2) Conservation programs and management measures shall be based on the best
scientific information available.
(3) Conservation programs and management measures shall be designed to achieve
equivalent management results throughout the range of a stock or subgroups of that stock.
(4) Management measures shall be designed to minimize waste of fishery resources.
(5) Conservation programs and management measures shall be designed to protect fish
habitats.
(6) Development and implementation of FMPs shall provide for public participation and
comment, including public hearings when requested by the states.
(7) Fairness & equity.
(i) An FMP should allow internal flexibility within states to achieve its objectives
while implemented and administered by the states; and
(ii) Fishery resources shall be fairly and equitably allocated or assigned among the
states.
(b) Contents. An FMP should be a readily available, concise, and understandable document. It
is designed to inform the Commission and the public of the need for and nature of management
action, to provide for conservation of coastal fisheries, to allow the public to have effective
participation in the management planning process, and to help Commissioners to make decisions
on fishery management plans. Additionally, the FMP should facilitate implementation and
enforcement of the fishery management program in the individual states. With this in mind, all
FMPs of the Commission shall contain the following items:
(1) Management Program Elements:
(i) A statement of the problem being addressed by the FMP, and the objectives to
be achieved through implementation, including the social and economic impacts.
(ii) The goals and objectives of the FMP, including a specification of the
management unit, a plan-specific definition of overfishing when available, and, if
a stock is determined to be depleted/overfished as a result of overfishing and/or
other causes, a specific rebuilding program and schedule for the resource.
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(iii) A statement of management strategies, options, and alternatives.
(iv) A complete statement of the management measures needed to conserve the
fishery, including:
(A) A detailed statement on a state-by-state basis of each specific
regulatory, monitoring, and research requirement that each state must
implement in order to be in compliance with the plan; provided that the
relative burden of the plan's conservation program and management
measures may vary from state to state relative to the importance of the
fishery in that state as compared to its importance in other states
throughout its range; and provided that each FMP shall address the extent
to which states meeting de minimis criteria may be exempted from specific
management requirements of the FMP to the extent that action by the
particular states to implement and enforce the plan is not necessary for
attainment of the FMP’s objectives and the conservation of the fishery;
(B) If the FMP so provides, procedures under which the states may
implement and enforce alternative management measures that achieve
conservation equivalency;
(C) A complete schedule by which states must take particular actions in
order to be in compliance with the plan;
(D) A specification of the requirements for states' reports on compliance to
be submitted to the PRT at least annually or as provided in a given FMP,
including the requirement for submission within a specified time line of
copies of relevant laws and regulations for the record; and
(E) A detailed description of penalties and repayments that will result if a
state/jurisdiction does not implement any management measure consistent
with the compliance schedule established in an FMP, amendment, or
addendum.
(F) A statement of the minimum notification time that the Commission
must provide a state/jurisdiction prior to requiring an in-season
management adjustment; and establishment of a reporting and tracking
system for management changes
(G) A statement of those recommendations which states should implement
in order to conserve fishery resources.
(v) Supporting Summary Information and Analyses:
(A) A review of the resource and its biological status;
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(B) A review and status of fish habitat important to the stocks, and
ecosystem considerations;
(C) A review of the fishery and its status, including commercial and
recreational fisheries and non-consumptive considerations;
(D) A review of the social and economic characteristics of the fishery; and
(E) An analysis of the enforceability of the proposed measures.
(vi) Impacts: A summary evaluation of the biological, environmental, social, and
economic impacts of the requirements and recommendations included in the
FMP.
(vii) Source Document: In addition to the FMP, the PDT and the staff shall
compile a Source Document that contains all of the scientific, management, and
other analyses and references utilized in preparation of the FMP.
(2) A management board/section, by two-thirds vote, may extend, after giving the public
one month’s notice, the period of effectiveness for any FMP or provision that would
otherwise expire for a period of up to six months, and may be extended for an additional
six months, if the management board/section is actively working on an amendment or
addendum to address the provisions that would otherwise expire. A two-thirds majority
will be defined by the entire voting membership, however any abstentions from the
federal services would not count when determining the total number of votes.
(3) Adaptive Management: Each FMP may provide for changes within the management
program to adapt to changing circumstances. FMPs, which provide for adaptive
management shall identify specifically the circumstances under which adaptive
management changes may be made, the types of measures that may be changed, the
schedule for state implementation of changes, and the procedural steps necessary to effect
a change. Changes made under adaptive management shall be documented in writing
through addenda to the FMP. Addenda to the FMP must provide for a minimum of 30
days for public comment in making adaptive management changes. The management
board/section shall in coordination with each relevant state, utilizing that state's
established public review process, ensure that the public has an opportunity to review and
comment upon proposed adaptive management changes.
(4) Technical Addenda: The management board/section may make technical corrections
to an approved FMP, amendment, or addendum without use of the public review process.
This flexibility is for the correction of accidental omissions, erroneous inclusions, and/or
to address non-substantive editorial issues.
(5) Habitat Addenda: The management board/section may utilize the Adaptive
Management (Section Six (b)(3)) to modify/update a habitat section contained in an FMP
or Amendment. The modifications to the habitat section will be documented in writing
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through addenda to the FMP. The adaptive management procedures detailed in the FMP
will be used when developing and approving a habitat addendum.
(c) Procedures. All FMPs and amendments of the Commission shall be prepared according to
the following procedures:
(1) Need for an FMP - Identification of priority species by the Policy Board will initiate
the process to create an FMP. A management board or section will be created pursuant to
Section Four. The management board or section will appoint a PDT to develop the FMP
for a particular species according to the process described in Section Five (c)(1) through
(4).
(2) Need for FMP Amendment - Each PRT shall evaluate the adequacy of each respective
FMP at least annually and will submit to the management board/section a written report
of its findings. The report will address, at a minimum, the following topics: adequacy
and achievement of the FMP goals and objectives (including targets and schedules);
status of the stocks; status of the fisheries; status of state implementation and
enforcement; status of the habitat; research activities; and other information relevant to
the FMP. The PRT shall also solicit and consider the input of the relevant advisory
panel, in preparation of its report. The PRT may recommend to the management board or
section that a PDT be reinstated or convened. Using this information, the management
board/section will determine whether the FMP needs amendment, including issues to be
addressed, such as updating data, including results of new research or a new stock
assessment, needed changes in state rules and/or enforcement, and recommended options
and strategies to address the concerns. All Draft FMP Amendments shall be subject to
the public comment process described under Section Six (c)(8), and shall be approved by
the process described in Section Six (c)(4) through (7).
(3) Public Information Document (PID) - The species PDT shall prepare a PID
containing a preliminary review of biological information, fishery issues, and potential
management options for the subject FMP or amendment being prepared. The PDT shall
also solicit and consider the advisement of the relevant advisory panel, if any, under the
Commission's Advisory Committee Charter, in preparation of the PID. The PDT Chair
(Commission staff) shall also prepare appropriate audio-visual material to accompany the
PID for presentation to the public. The PID, after approval by the management
board/section, shall be made available to each state with an interest in the fishery and
where applicable, Regional Fishery Management Councils, for the purpose of soliciting
public comment as described in Section Six (c)(8).
(4) Preparation of Source Document and Background Summaries - During review and
consideration of the PID, the PDT will begin to collate and prepare the Source Document
as provided in Section Six (b)(1) (vii). After consideration of the reviews of the PID, the
PDT shall prepare background summaries as provided in Section Six (b)(1)(v).
(5) Preparation of Draft FMP or Amendment - After consideration of comments and
views developed in response to the PID, the PDT, at the direction of the management
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board/section, will prepare a Draft FMP or Amendment. Upon approval by the
management board/section, the Draft FMP shall be referred to all relevant states and,
where applicable, Regional Fishery Management Councils, for the purpose of conducting
public hearings and soliciting other public comment as described in Section Six (c)(8).
(6) Preparation of the final FMP or Amendment - After consideration of the record
developed in receiving comment on the Draft FMP or Amendment, the PDT shall, at the
direction of the management board/section, prepare the final FMP or Amendment.
(7) Review and Approval - The management board/section shall approve the FMP or
Amendment or refer it back to the PDT for revision. The management board/section
will approve revisions to established FMPs (amendment or addendum). Final
approval of FMPs and amendments shall be the decision of the Commission.
(8) Advisory Panel Participation – The advisory panel may provide feedback to the
board/section on FMPs/Amendments as described below. The board/section may
seek additional guidance outside of the below process if necessary.
(i)
During the development of the PID. Advisory panels provide guidance
to the PDT before the Board reviews the document for public comment.
(ii)
During the development of the Draft FMP. After the Board gives the
PDT guidance on issues to include in the draft, advisory panels provide
feedback to the PDT on those issues.
(iii) During the public comment of the Draft FMP. Advisory panels meet to
give recommendations on the public comment draft of the FMP.
(9) Public Participation:
(i) The management board/section shall in coordination with each relevant state,
utilizing that state’s established public review process, ensure that the public has
an opportunity to review and comment upon the problems and alternative
solutions addressed by the PID (see Section Six [c][3]). Upon completion of a
PID and its approval by the management board/section, the Commission shall
again utilize the relevant states' established public review process to elicit public
comment on the PID. The Commission shall ensure that a minimum of three
public hearings are held, including at least one in each state that specifically
requests a hearing. A hearing schedule will be published within 60 days
following approval of the PID; hearings may be held in conjunction with state
agencies. The hearing document will be made available to the public for review
and comment at least 30 days prior to the date of the first public hearing;
availability will be announced by a press release issued by the Commission.
Written comments will be accepted for 14 days following the date of the last
public hearing.
(ii) Upon completion of a draft FMP or amendment and its approval by the
management board/section, the Commission shall again utilize the relevant states'
established public review process to elicit public comment on the draft. The
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Commission shall ensure that a minimum of three public hearings are held,
including at least one in each state that specifically requests a hearing. A hearing
schedule will be published within 60 days following approval of the draft FMP or
amendment; hearings may be held in conjunction with state agencies. The
hearing document will be made available to the public for review and comment at
least 30 days prior to the date of the first public hearing; availability will be
announced by a press release issued by the Commission. Written comments will
be accepted for 14 days following the date of the last public hearing. The
Commission will make the draft FMP or amendment and the accompanying PID
widely available to the public, including fishermen, consumers, government
agencies and officials, environmental groups, and other interested parties
throughout the geographic range of the draft FMP or amendment. Records of the
public hearings and summaries of the written comments will be made available at
cost to anyone requesting them. Summaries of verbal and written comments will
be prepared by Commission staff and provided to Commissioners, the
management board/section, and advisory panel members. Copies of the
summaries will be made available to other parties at cost.
(iii) Agendas for meetings of the management board/section, the ISFMP Policy
Board, or the Commission, as appropriate, will include an opportunity for public
comment prior to the board, section, or Commission taking action on a fishery
management issue consistent with the public comment guidelines.
(iv) Public comments will be evaluated and considered prior to deciding what
modifications will be made to the draft FMP or amendment, or draft final FMP or
amendment, and prior to approval of the FMP or amendment consistent with the
public comment guidelines.
.
(10) Administrative Record - The Commission staff, with support from the PDT, shall be
responsible for collating and maintaining the administrative record for all FMPs.
(11) Emergencies - A management board/section may, without regard to the other
provisions of Section Six (c), authorize or require any emergency action that is not
covered by an FMP or is an exception or change to any provision in an FMP. Such
action shall, during the time it is in effect, be treated as an amendment to the FMP.
(i) Such action must be approved by two-thirds of all voting members (a twothirds majority will be defined by the entire voting membership, however any
abstentions from the federal services would not count when determining the total
number of votes) of the management board/section prior to taking effect. The
decision may be made by meeting, mail, or electronic ballot in the case of an
emergency.
(ii) Within 30 days of taking emergency action, the states and the Commission
shall hold at least four public hearings concerning the action, including at least
one in each state that requests it.
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(iii) Any such action, with the exception of public health emergencies, shall
originally be effective for a period not to exceed 180 days from the date of the
management board/section’s declaration of an emergency, but may be renewed by
the management board/section for two additional periods of up to one year each,
provided the board/section has initiated action to prepare an FMP, or initiated
action to amend the FMP in accordance with Section Six(c). Emergency actions
taken to address a public health emergency shall remain in effect until the public
health concern ceases to exist (this determination to be made by the management
board/section). The management board/section may terminate an emergency
action at any time with approval of two-thirds of all voting members (i.e., entire
membership).
(iv) Definition of Emergencies. The provisions of this subsection shall only apply
in those circumstances under which public health or the conservation of coastal
fishery resources or attainment of fishery management objectives has been placed
substantially at risk by unanticipated changes in the ecosystem, the stock, or the
fishery.
(12) Joint FMPs with Regional Fishery Management Councils - The Commission
recognizes that fish species and fisheries are transboundary across state and federal
jurisdictions, and that proper and efficient fisheries conservation can only be achieved by
close coordination between state and federal management systems. The Commission is
committed to close cooperation with the Regional Fishery Management Councils in
providing for coordinated and compatible fisheries management. To this end, each
management board shall work closely with appropriate Council committees to develop
coordinated approaches to management.
(i) A management board may decide with a Regional Fishery Management
Council to prepare an FMP jointly with that Council, with the intent that the
Council and the Commission will approve the same FMP document. In such
instances the management board and the Council will establish the specific
procedures and schedules to follow during FMP development, including
assignments of staff responsibilities on PDTs, technical committees and other
fishery management program staffing and support groups, including advisory
panels.
(ii) A management board shall endeavor whether or not a joint FMP is being
prepared, to coordinate its meetings, meetings of the relevant advisory panel, and
public hearings with relevant Council meetings and hearings.

Section Seven. Compliance
(a) Implementation and Enforcement - All states are responsible for the full and effective
implementation and enforcement of FMPs within areas subject to their jurisdiction. Each state
shall submit a written report on compliance with required measures of a specific FMP in
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conformance with reporting requirements and schedules specified in the plan, which shall
include submission of copies of relevant laws and regulations for the Commission's record. At
any time, according to the procedures contained in this Section, the Commission may determine
a state is not fully and effectively implementing and enforcing the required provisions of an
FMP, and is therefore not in compliance with that plan. All evaluations, findings, and
recommendations regarding compliance determinations shall be in writing.
(b) Schedule for Reviews - Implementation and compliance for FMPs will be reviewed
according to the Commission’s Action Plan. The schedule shall provide for review of each FMP
at least annually, or more frequently as provided in a given FMP. In addition to the scheduled
reviews, the PRT may conduct a review of the implementation and compliance of the FMP at
any time at the request of the management board/section, Policy Board, or the Commission.
(c) Role of the Management Board/Section - Each management board/section shall, within 60
days of receipt of a state's compliance report, review the written findings of the PRT developed
according to the previous subsection. Based upon that written review, as well as other
information that it has or may receive, the management board/section may recommend to the
Policy Board that a state be found out of compliance, including the rationale for the
recommended finding of non-compliance. The recommendation shall specifically address the
required measures of the FMP that the state has not implemented or enforced, a statement of how
that failure to implement or enforce the required measures jeopardizes the conservation of the
resource, and the actions a state must take in order to comply with requirements of the FMP.
(d) Role of the Policy Board - The Policy Board shall, within 30 days of receiving a
recommendation of non-compliance from a management board/section, review that
recommendation of non-compliance. If it concurs in the decision, it shall recommend at that
time to the Commission that a state be found out of compliance. A recommendation regarding
non-compliance from the Policy Board will be submitted to the Commission in writing provided
there is sufficient time between meetings to develop such documentation.
(e) Review and Determination by the Commission - The Commission shall consider any
recommendation forwarded under Subsection(d), as quickly as possible and within 30 days of
receiving a recommendation of non-compliance from the Policy Board. Any state which is the
subject of a recommendation for a finding of non-compliance shall be given an opportunity to
present written and/or oral testimony concerning whether it should be found out of compliance.
The state may request that the Commission's consideration be held at a formal meeting by roll
call vote. With the consent of the Commissioners from the state subject to the recommendation,
the Commission's decision may be made by electronic ballot. If the Commission agrees with the
recommendation of the Policy Board, it may determine that a state is not in compliance with the
relevant FMP, and specify the actions the state must take to come into compliance. Upon a
non-compliance determination, the Executive Director shall within ten working days notify the
state, the Secretary of Commerce, and the Secretary of the Interior of the Commission's
determination.
(f) Withdrawal of Determination - Any state subject to a moratorium that has revised its
conservation program in response to a determination of non-compliance may request that the
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Commission rescind its findings of non-compliance.
(1) If the state provides written documentation to the Commission of implementation of
every measure required of it, the withdrawal will be automatic upon issuance of a letter
from the Commission Chair to the state, Secretary of Commerce, and the Secretary of the
Interior.
(2) If the measures implemented deviate from those required of the state, the state shall
provide a written statement on its actions that justify a determination of compliance. The
management board/section shall promptly conduct such re-evaluation and make a
recommendation to the Policy Board that the recommendation or determination of
non-compliance be withdrawn. Upon the recommendation of the Policy Board, the
Commission may withdraw its determination of non-compliance, whereupon the
Executive Director shall promptly notify the state, the Secretary of Commerce, and the
Secretary of the Interior. The re-evaluation by the Management board/section, review by
the Policy Board, and action by the Commission shall be made within 45 days of the
receipt by the Commission of the request for reconsideration by the State. It may be
made by electronic ballot with the consent of the Commissioners from the subject state.
(g) Procedure to Address Management Program Implementation Delays - Each species
management board shall evaluate the current FMP, amendment, and/or addendum to determine if
delays in implementation have impacted, or may negatively impact, the achievement of the goals
and objectives of the management program. Each of the species management boards, with the
assistance of the respective technical committee if necessary, will conduct this evaluation and
provide, in writing, a summary of its findings to the ISFMP Policy Board. Each species
management board that determines that there is a negative impact due to delayed implementation
will provide the ISFMP Policy Board a proposed timeline to develop an amendment or
addendum to address delayed implementation.
If the ISFMP Policy Board determines that an amendment or addendum should be developed to
address delayed implementation, the amendment or addendum should, at a minimum, include
any penalties and repayments for delays in implementation, the minimum notification time that
Commission staff must provide a state/jurisdiction prior to requiring an in-season management
adjustment; and establishment of a reporting and tracking system for management changes.
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Section Eight. Definitions
(a) Act - The Atlantic Coastal Fisheries Cooperative Management Act, 1993. 16 U.S.C. Chapter
71, et seq.
(b) Action plan - A document prepared annually by Commission staff and approved by the
Policy Board to provide priorities and schedules for the specific activities of the ISFMP during a
given year.
(c) Adaptive management - An iterative process which includes evaluation of the response of
the managed fishery and stock to specific management measures and adjusting such measures
based on that evaluation.
(d) Advisory Panel (AP) - A group of interested and knowledgeable persons convened under the
Commission’s Advisory Committee Charter to assist in development of an FMP or amendment.
(e) Assessment Science Committee (ASC) - A group consisting of experts in fish population
dynamics and appointed and convened by a Technical Committee, at the request of a
Management Board, to prepare a stock assessment for a specified fish stock using the best
scientific data available and established techniques.
(f) Best scientific information available - Includes but is not limited to that body of biological,
environmental, ecological, economic, and social data concerning the fish stock and fisheries
which are the subject of an FMP or amendment, provided that the methods of collecting such
information are clearly described and are generally accepted as scientifically valid. Data may
come from state, federal, or private databases and from published and unpublished sources.
Information that becomes available during preparation of an FMP or amendment should be
incorporated to the extent practicable.
(g) Bycatch - That portion of a catch taken in addition to the targeted species because of
non-selectivity of gear to either species or size differences; may include non-directed, threatened,
or endangered and protected species.
(h) Compliance - Condition in which a state has implemented and is enforcing all measures
required by an FMP. States are presumed to be in compliance unless determined to be out of
compliance pursuant to Section Seven.
(i) Conservation (from the Act, Section 803[4]) - The restoring, rebuilding, and maintaining of
any coastal fishery resource and the marine environment, in order to assure the availability of
coastal fishery resources on a long-term basis.
(j) Conservation equivalency - Actions taken by a state which differ from the specific
requirements of the FMP, but which achieve the same quantified level of conservation for the
resource under management. For example, various combinations of size limits, gear restrictions,
and season length can be demonstrated to achieve the same targeted level of fishing mortality.
The appropriate Management Board/Section will determine conservation equivalency.
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(k) Conservation program - Enactment of rules or statutes, research, biological monitoring,
collection of statistics, stock enhancement, and enforcement activities conducted by a state to
maintain, restore, and/or rebuild a fish stock and its habitat.
(l) De minimis - A situation in which, under existing conditions of the stock and scope of the
fishery, conservation, and enforcement actions taken by an individual state would be expected to
contribute insignificantly to a coastwide conservation program required by an FMP or
amendment.
(m) Directed fishery - Fishing for a stock using gear or strategies intended to catch a given
target species, group of species, or size class.
(n) Emergency - Unanticipated changes in the ecosystem, the stock, or the fishery which place
public health, the conservation of coastal fishery resources, or attainment of fishery management
objectives substantially at risk.
(o) Endangered, threatened, or protected species – Species that are regulated under the
jurisdiction of the federal or a state’s endangered species act (threatened or endangered) or are
provided other special protection.
(p) Fish (from the Act, Section 803[7]) - "Finfish, mollusks, crustaceans, and all other forms of
marine animal life other than marine mammals and birds."
(q) Fishable abundance - Numbers of fish in a stock sufficient to provide continuing harvests in
the range of historic average levels without overfishing the stock.
(r) Fishery (from the Act, Section 803[8])
(1) "One or more stocks of fish that can be treated as a unit for purposes of conservation
and management and that are identified on the basis of geographical, scientific, technical,
commercial, recreational, or economic characteristics; or
(2) Any fishing for such stocks."
(s) Fish habitat - The environment upon which a fish stock is dependent as it conducts its
normal life history functions of spawning, feeding, and migration; including biological, physical,
and chemical factors which influence the choices of such areas.
(t) Fishery management - All activities conducted by a government to improve, restore, rebuild,
or maintain fish stocks and fisheries, including statutory action and rule-making, enforcement,
research, monitoring, collection of statistics, enhancement, protection, development, and habitat
conservation.
(u) Habitat Committee (HC) - The principal body, established by the Commission, which
advises the Commission on issues of habitat, habitat management, habitat requirements by the
managed species, enforceability of proposed habitat management measures.
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(v) Implementation of an FMP - Conducting a state conservation program that meets all
requirements for that state as provided in an FMP or amendment.
(w) Law Enforcement Committee (LEC) - The principal body, established by the Commission,
which advises the Commission on issues of law enforcement and enforceability of potential
management measures, comprised of representatives of each member state, Washington, D.C.,
NOAA Fisheries, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the U.S. Coast Guard.
(x) Management measure - A statute or rule enacted by a state to conserve a fishery and/or
protect its habitat.
(y) Management and Science Committee (MSC) - The principal scientific advisory body of
the Commission, comprised of representatives from member states, NOAA Fisheries, and U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.
(z) Minimize waste - Process of taking specific actions, which reduce the effects of fishing
activities on non-target resources (habitat and bycatch) and promote full, efficient utilization of
the catch.
(aa) Non-compliance - A condition under which the Commission has determined that a state has
failed to implement and enforce a conservation program as required in an FMP or amendment.
(bb) Non-indigenous species - A species of fish, plant or other organism that is not native to a
particular geographic area.
(cc) Overfishing - In the context of the ISFMP, harvesting from a stock at a rate greater than the
stock's reproductive capacity to replace the fish removed through harvest. Each FMP contains a
plan-specific definition of overfishing.
(dd) Plan Development Team (PDT) - A group of individuals who are knowledgeable
concerning the scientific facts and fishery management issues concerning a designated fish stock
and who are appointed and convened by a Management Board to prepare an FMP or amendment
and its supporting Source Document.
(ee) Plan review - An evaluation of an FMP, considering adequacy and relevance of the goals
and objectives, stock status, fishery status, implementation status, research activities, and
recommendations.
(ff) Plan Review Team (PRT) - A group of individuals who are knowledgeable concerning the
scientific facts, stock and fishery condition, and fishery management issues concerning a
designated fish stock and who are appointed and convened by a Management Board for the
purpose of conducting an annual plan review for an FMP.
(gg) Public Information Document (PID) - A document of the Commission which contains
preliminary discussions of biological, environmental, social, and economic information, fishery
issues, and potential management options for a proposed FMP or amendment.
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(hh) Range (functional) - The geographic area utilized by a fish stock and its dependent fishery
as defined in an FMP.
(ii) Recommendations - Actions identified in an FMP which should be taken by the states, but
are not required, such as enactment of rules, research, monitoring, collection of statistics, and
enhancement, which collectively will promote restoration, rebuilding, or maintenance of a stock.
(jj) Regulatory - Of or pertaining to any administrative or legislative measure in a sense that
requires compliance by individuals involved in the fishery.
(kk) Requirements - Actions set forth in an FMP which must be taken by the states specified in
such FMP, such as enactment of rules, research, monitoring, collection of statistics, and
enhancement, which collectively will promote attainment of the FMP's objectives for restoration,
rebuilding, or maintenance of a stock, and are the measures against which compliance is judged.
Failure of a specified state to implement a required action may result in a finding of
non-compliance under the Act.
(ll) Source document - The comprehensive support document to an FMP which is compiled by
the Plan Development Team and Commission staff and contains all the scientific, management,
and other analyses and references utilized in preparation of the FMP; the Source Document is
kept on file with the Commission.
(mm) State - (from the Act, Section 803[13]) For purposes of the Act, one of the following East
Coast jurisdictional entities: Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida; also includes the District of Columbia, or the Potomac River
Fisheries Commission.
(nn) Stock - A group of fish of the same species which behave (spawn, migrate, feed) as a unit.
(oo) Subgroup - A group of fish from the same stock which consistently conducts itself as an
identifiable unit.
(pp) Target species - A species or group of species of fish which certain fishing gear or
strategies are designed to catch.
(qq) Technical Committee (TC) - A group of persons who are expert in the scientific and
technical matters relating to a specific fish stock and who are appointed and convened by a
Management Board to provide scientific and technical advice in the process of developing and
monitoring FMPs and amendments.
(rr) Trigger - A measure of a specific attribute of a fish stock or fishery for which values above
or below an established level initiates a pre-specified management action.
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